rocky dobey+
manic made: toronto’s first street artist
PROFILE
On the corner of Spadina Avenue and St. Andrews two blue and red pieces of public art impersonate utility poles. Marking Kensington Market and Chinatown, the blue pole is topped with a globe, and hanging from its planetary ring are a
vintage shirt, a piece of cheese and other market finds. The red pole is topped with a cat perched on a yellow chair. It’s
less art, more giant visual cue for eager shoppers. But bolted to the utility poles in heart of the market, along Baldwin and
Augusta, is another kind of public art. A small, rectangular copper plaque is fixed to one pole; chunks are peeling off the
corners with age, and etched onto its surface is a lonely, seated figure and the number “13 ½” (for one judge, 12 jurors
and one half-assed sentence). A few blocks further is another copper plaque, no picture, just stamped words: “VICTOR,
BORN NINETEEN FORTY, DIED NINETEEN EIGHTY-FIVE, I LOVED YOU.” Words: Crystal Luxmore, Photography: Cat O’Neil
These are just two of the hundreds of plaques and metal memorials
bolted around the downtown core by Toronto’s most prolific, and probably its first, street artist. While public art pervades the city’s streets
today, Rocky Dobey says when he started pasting up his posters
about forty years ago, “it was total loser stuff.” Now it falls into what
author Sheila Heti calls “the best public art, which masquerades as the
city, turning it into a place where expressions of gaiety and darkness
manifest as authorless details.”
Dobey’s work fits Heti’s definition partly because until the last decade
or so, he did not think of it as art—or think much about its meaning.
For most of his life Dobey has made pieces in manic fits, to express
his emotions, champion the underdog or challenge the state. And in
doing so, says University of Victoria professor Allan Antliff, a leading
expert in anarchist and street art in North America, he has created a
hidden history of Toronto.
After coming out of self-imposed hiding a decade ago, Dobey is
making forays into the formal art world. He is working in a new
medium, intaglio print-making (more saleable than bronze plaques),
and intends to sell a print series, marking only the second time he
has formally sold any of his work in his 40-year career.

***
Dobey works out of a skinny cavernous studio in the basement of
a turn-of-the-century lithography factory on Richmond and Spadina.
Its walls are papered with a haphazard collage of his life. There are
Dobey’s popular posters, for events like a 1988 anarchist “Survival
Gathering,” and major political protests, his black and white prints of
skyscrapers their tops exploding, and his copper plaques and books.
Thumb-tacked between them are photos—Dobey putting a red steel
skeleton on a high-rise building, or inside a log cabin with his daughter
Sophie, smiling into the camera; rally buttons; newspaper clippings;
an empty envelope.
Ask the grey-haired artist about when a particular piece was done or
why, and the answer is vague. “I’m just starting to collect photos of my
stuff… and then I’m remembering what I was doing because I kind of
forget. When you do that many thousands over so many years it’s…”
he trails off.
Street art was as a way for a shy, loner kid from Thompson, Manitoba,
to be heard. Escaping an abusive husband, his mother packed up a
ten-year-old Rocky and his siblings in the middle of the night, moved
to Toronto and started over, working long shifts in the factories around
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“I used to work all day
and be manic and put

up

ten pieces that night...
It would overwhelm me,
take over my whole life.”

Yonge Street. “We were sort of free range,” he says. After school he
shined shoes on Yonge Street, cut down trees to build forts in High
Park, or studied the security guards at Eaton’s.
Those years sowed the seeds for Dobey’s anarchism. “We were
desperate,” he says, remembering his mother being refused charity
by the Ukrainian church because she was a single mother. “They
put her down in front of her kids. That sort of set my politics.”
The popularization of the photocopier gave the constant doodler and
self-described loner a conduit to challenge his world. He pasted his
posters, with tips on “How to Shoplift” from Eaton’s, all over Yonge
Street; and when he heard people talking about it on the subway it
was self-affirming, “It’s like, ‘Oh, I did that.’”
By fifteen-years-old he was living on his own. At the 519 on Church
Street, he took free, open university classes on postmodernism and
new Marxism, and shared grub with poet Milton Acorn at anarchist
potlucks. The he turned his new knowledge into art. “I got obsessed
with reading. I did a lot of reading and going to the library and studying. I was making connections and then I would just express it. So
Leonard Peltier, I read about it, and that doesn’t seem fair, and I just
put up a billboard. That’s kinda’ how I used to work,” he says.
Anarchist and social justice organizations across North America began
requesting his posters—and still do today. In the 1980s, Dobey started
covering abandoned buildings in billboard-sized paintings. His day job
building skyscrapers made things easy. One afternoon he and a few
guys disassembled the scaffolding being used on a CTV building to put
up a Black Label billboard, put the scaffolding back up on a building
across the street, and painted their own Black Label billboard on it—
this one was a map of South Africa, critiquing apartheid.
In the 1990s, Dobey started making memorials. Stroll around Kensington
Market or Parkdale and you will find one of his etched, copper-plated
plaques remembering those who are left out of our official history—Paul
Croutch, a homeless man beaten to death in Moss Park by three army
reservists, native protester Dudley George shot by the OPP at Ipperwash, or Dobey’s own uncle.
But for all the politics, much of Dobey’s art making was pure mania,
the only way to quell his extreme anxiety. From the late 1970s to the
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mid-1990s, Dobey created thousands of sculptures out of old books.
“In the late ‘70s a lot of used bookstores were closing all along Yonge
Street and they were throwing books in the garbage. They had piles
and piles. They couldn’t even give them away. I felt bad, books were
important to me. ‘Oh my God, how can I use them?’ Nice big thick
hand bound… ‘Oh well I’ll take it, mount it, bolt it up and screw it to a
post,’” he says.
“My original books had nothing but pictures of babies on them. Babies,
babies, babies. It would just be crazy. I didn’t know what it was about.
I wasn’t that conscious of what I was doing. I used to work all day and
be manic and put up ten pieces that night. Manic, manic. It would
overwhelm me, take over my whole life.”
Rather than turn to alcohol or drugs to fight his demons, Dobey made
art. In a rare, reflective moment, Dobey says “putting all of this work
into something, putting it up and never seeing it again,” helped him to
“learn to let go of things… I was teaching myself to let go of the past.”
By the early 1990s, Dobey had over 500 books pasted up in Toronto
and for a moment he became semi-famous. The gun-shy anarchist
“freaked out” and painted every single book white overnight. But he
says becoming a father 12 years ago changed his outlook. “The truth
about parenting is you have to grow up. It’s not all technique.” Now
fifty years-old with an “elbow starting to go,” Dobey is hoping to sell
prints so he can wind down his welding gig. His first print exhibit, at
Hamilton’s Print Gallery in 2008, was an impressive solo show, part of
a series alongside accomplished artists like Rochelle Rubinstein and
Luis Jacob.
Intaglio printing (etching on copper) stays true to his basic approach—
using simple lines, interesting imagery and strong iconography. His
new series of large black and white prints of modified skyscrapers and
disintegrating castles explores themes of space. “It plays with the idea
of celebration versus explosion. The tension between the end of the
world and the beginning of something new.”
It’s a tension Dobey himself is straddling as he crosses over from compulsive maker to Artist. But no matter what lays ahead in the gallery
and art dealer-spheres, the original thinker has already gifted Toronto
with a legacy of spontaneous public art that baffles, grieves, and
journeys to the dark corners of humanity.

